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POLAR ff-IDEALS OF COMPACT SETS

GABRIEL DEBS

Abstract. Let £ be a metric compact space. We consider the space 3T{E) of

all compact subsets of E endowed with the topology of the Hausdorff metric
and the space Jt{E) of all positive measures on E endowed with its natu-

ral w*-topology. We study c-ideals of 5F(E) of the form I = Ip = {K e
5P(E): n(K) = 0,V^SP} where P is a given family of positive measures on

E.
If M is the maximal family such that / = Im , then M is a band. We

prove that several descriptive properties of I: being Borel, and having a Borel

basis, having a Borel polarity-basis, can be expressed by properties of the band

M or of the orthogonal band M'.

Although this work will not use much Harmonic Analysis, its motivation goes

back to the study of the interesting a -ideals U and Uo on the torus T. Recall
that a compact subset K of T is a £/-set if and only if K does not support any

distribution S such that lim,,-^ \S(n)\ = 0 (where S is the Fourier transform
of S). The notion of compact {70-set is obtained just by replacing in the last
definition "distribution" by "measure" or equivalently by "positive measure".
It has been well known since the fundamental work of Pyateskii-Sapiro that
U is a proper subset of Uo. However, recent results, of A. Kechris and A.
Louveau (see [7]), and J. Saint Raymond and the author (see [1]) have shown

some descriptive structural properties distinguishing these two <r-ideals. For
example, Uq has a Borel basis whereas U does not. Another property—call

it (*)—satisfied by U0 and not by U is the following: Given any Borel subset
A of T, either A is contained in the union of a countable family of compact

Co-sets or A contains a compact set not in Uq . (For undefined notions and
more details see [1, 4, 7]).

From now on, E denotes a metric compact space and J£{E) the space of
all compact subsets of E endowed with the Hausdorff topology. The properties
of Co mentioned above are shared by the rr-ideal 3£m{E) of all countable

compact subsets of E. In fact, the family of all singletons forms a closed

basis for 3?m{E) and the property (*) is just a reformulation of the classical
"perfect set theorem" for Borel sets. The starting point of our work is the
simple observation that, unlike U, both a-ideals f/0 and 3?W{E) are of the
form I = IP = {K € X{E): n(K) = 0, V/ie?} where P is some fixed
family of measures. This follows from the definition in the case of Uo, and
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for / = 3?a){E) one can take for P the set of all continuous measures. Our

purpose in what follows is a systematic study of such cr-ideals (that we shall

call polar a -ideals). However, we shall quickly restrict our study to the case

where P is a Borel or more generally an analytic set in the space J?(E) of all

positive measures equipped with the vague topology.

In § 1 we list briefly the main properties of general a-ideals of compact sets. In

§2 we discuss equivalent definitions and general properties of bands of measures.

The notion of band is intimately linked to the notion of polar er-ideal. In fact,

if I = Ip is a polar rj-ideal as above, then it is easy to see that there is a

maximal family M of measures such that I = Im and that family M is a

band. Actually it will be clear from our discussion that the notion of band is

an analog of the notion of a-ideal when we replace the ordered space 3?{E)

by the ordered space J£(E). However, as appears in §3, from a descriptive
point of view, bands behave quite differently from cr-ideals; namely, we show

that the dichotomy phenomenon (Kechris-Louveau-Woodin) does not occur for
bands. Going back to the maximal band M defining a given polar a-ideal one
can see that M is also a strongly convex set. In the rest of the paper we focus

on properties of bands which are Borel and strongly convex; we call such bands:

standard bands.
In §5 we introduce the notion of polarity between families of measures and

families of compact sets. In particular, we study "polarity basis" (or simply
" p -basis") for an arbitrary cr-ideal /: This is a subset B of I such that any

measure which is null on B is automatically null on /. Any basis is obviously
a p-basis, and most of the structural properties of basis are also true for p-

basis. We give several examples showing that these notions are distinct. We

also discuss in this section a theorem of G. Mokobodzki which will play a

central role in the rest of our work.
The first main result is proved in §6 and asserts that if / is a polar cr-ideal

defined by an analytic family P of measures, M the maximal band defin-

ing / and M' the orthogonal band of M, then the following conditions are

equivalent:
(i) / has a Borel /?-basis.
(ii) M is Borel.
(iii) M' is Borel.

The proof makes extensive use of the Effective Descriptive Set Theory. A brief

and heuristic presentation of this theory can be found in the preleminaries that
we give in §0. In §§7 and 8 we discuss the particular cases where / is Borel or

has a Borel basis.
The second main result is proved in §9 and gives a full description of all

standard bands: Any Borel strong band M has a representation of the form
M = {p.: limp p{f„) — 0} where (/„) is a sequence of continuous functions

on E with 0 < fn < 1 and &~ is a copy on w of an iterated Frechet filter.

Moreover, we can choose this representation so that M' = {p.: lim^-p{f„) =

Ml)}-
We finish the paper by listing in § 10 several natural problems which arise form

the study of polarity. One of them (Question 7) was solved by the referee, and
we are grateful to him for communicating to us the solution that we reproduce

in this section.
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0. Preliminaries

0.1. General notation. Throughout this paper E denotes a fixed compact
metric space.

Jf{E) or simply X will denote the set of all closed subsets of E and will be

equipped with the Hausdorff topology. We recall that this topology is compact

and metrizable (for example, by the Hausdorff distance) and is generated by the

sets of the two following forms: {K e X: K c V} and {K e^: K C\V ̂  0}
for V an arbitrary open subset of E.

By a measure on E we shall always mean a positive Radon measure. The
set of all measures on E will be denoted by Jt{E) or simply J?. On the

Banach space Jf - •# of all signed measures on E we shall consider both

the norm topology and the vague topology (i.e., the w*-topology). However,

unless there is some explicit indication otherwise, all topological and descriptive
notions considered on Jt(E) are relative to the vague topology; we recall that

for this topology J£ is separable, metrizable, and locally compact space.

0.2. Classical descriptive classes. Let X be some fixed Polish space (in fact,

we shall apply what follows to X = E, Jf(E), or jf(E)).
We shall consider on X the Borel additive and multiplicative classes E°(A")

and IT. (A"). We recall that these classes are defined inductively for the count-

able ordinal c; > 1 in the following way:

f T^{X) is the class of all open subsets of X,

I U.^(X) is the class of all open subsets of X;

and for c; > 1:

f S°(A") - {[Jn€0)An ;  with An 6 U„<4nO(X) for all n\ ,

\ H°(X) = {Un6(B An ; with An € U„« S°(*) for all n} .

In particular, n§(JT) = GS(X), and if the space X is KV, then 2§(AT) =
Ka(X).

We shall also consider the classes:

' Lj (X): the class of all analytic subsets of X,

<   11} (X): the class of all coanalytic subsets of X,

L A| (X): the class of all Borel subsets of X.

Let r denote any of the previous classes aside the three classes IT?, L°, L°,

and suppose that a set A is homeomorphically embedded in two Polish spaces

X and X'. Then A € T{X) if and only if A e T(X'); we shall then say that
A as in T without specifying the reference space X.

For 2° we nave a similar absoluteness property if we restrict the reference

space A" to be a Kjr space, and this will be the case for most of the spaces

that we shall consider in this work. To emphasize this fact, when the reference

space is K<j we shall use the notation Ka rather than L^.

0.3. Effective descriptive classes. Although all the results established in this
work have classical statements, the proofs of some of them will use the Effective

Descriptive Set Theory. For the reader who is not familiar with this theory we
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sketch here a quick presentation of its basic concepts, and we refer to [10] or
[ 15] for a complete exposition.

First we insist that this theory does not involve any supplementary axioms

to Set Theory. In particular, there is no restriction in the application of these
results.

Effective Descriptive Set Theory concerns any Polish space equipped with a
countable basis of the topology given by some fixed enumeration and satisfying
a few technical restrictions: for example, R with any reasonable enumeration
of all open intervals with rational end points. The first basic fact is that inside
each classical class T:

L°,n°,A!,E|,n|
one can define some subclass T which can be considered heuristically as the
class of all sets in T for which one can show in an "effective" way that they be-
long to r. The mathematical formulation of these ideas is based on the notion
of recursivity. These classes are called the effective classes and are denoted by

to n° a1 t1  rr1

Each of these classes is countable but has similar stability properties as the
corresponding classical class. For example, although A} is not a cr-field, one

can show that if (A„) is a " A}-sequence" of A| sets, then (\nAn and \JnAn

are also A} sets.
Finally given a parameter a in some "reasonable" fixed space (for example,

in 2W or ww or X itself) one can also define similar classes denoted by

Zg(o),Ilg(a),Al(o),Zi(o),n}(a).

The class T(a) can be considered as the class of all sets in T for which, using

all information coded by a, one can show in an "effective" way that they belong
to r: For example, if a e X, then {a} € T(a). Then the second basic fact
of the theory which enables one to derive from the properties of the effective
classes similar properties for the classical classes is the formula

r = |Jr(a).
a

1.   CT-IDEALS OF COMPACT SETS

A subset / of 3f is said to be hereditary, if for any K and L e 3? we
have ({K e J and L c K) => (L e J)). A subset of 3? is an ideal if it is
hereditary and stable by finite unions. A subset / of 3? is a a-ideal if it is
hereditary and stable by compact countable unions, in other words, if for any

(Kn)new c / and any K 6 3t, if K c \JneaK„ , then K e I.
The descriptive properties of cr-ideals of compacts sets were extensively stud-

ied by A. Louveau, A. Kechris, and H. Woodin in [8]. The following results are
mainly from [8] and shall be used freely in this work (1.2 is due to Dougherty-

Kechris, Louveau; see [6]).

1.1.   If / is £{ (i.e., analytic) cr-ideal, then / is necessarily II§ (i.e., G<j).
Actually most of the interesting examples of cr-ideals happen to appear as

II} (i.e., coanalytic) subsets in X. Hence for a II} cr-ideal / we have the

following dichotomy: either / is G<$, or / is non-Borel.
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1.2. If 7 is a G<5 ideal, then 7 is a cr-ideal.

1.3. A basis for a cr-ideal 7 is a subset Bel such that any K e I can be

covered by a countable family from B, that is, K c [jn€a K„ with Kn € B for

all n . This is equivalent to saying that 7 is the smallest cr-ideal containing B.
There are natural and interesting examples of non-Borel cr-ideals with a Borel

basis. Here are some general properties of a basis:
(a) If 7 has a E} basis, then 7 has a Borel (and even a G^) basis.

(b) If 7 has a hereditary Borel basis, then 7 is II} .
(c) If 7 is nj and has a Borel basis, then 7 has a Borel basis which is an

ideal.

1.4. A trivial but fundamental example of a cr-ideal is given by 3?(A), the
cr-ideal of all compact subsets of a fixed set A c E. For such a cr-ideal we
have:

(a) 3?(A) is n} if and only if A is II}.
(b) 3?(A) is G<5 if and only if A is Gd .
(c) 3f(A) has a Borel basis if and only if A is of the form A — A\ n A2

with A\ a G<5 subset of E and ^ sKj subset of E.

2. Bands of measures

We consider on ^ the natural ordering < . The inf and sup operations will
be denoted by A and V. A subset P of Jt is hereditary if for any p. and
p' e ./# we have ({p e P and p' < p) =>■ (p' € P)). A subset P of J£ is said
to be bounded for the order in Jf if there exists p € Jf such that f < p for any
v € P. We recall that any subset of J£ that is bounded for the order admits

a supremum. A subset P of J£ is complete for the order if the supremum of
any bound for the order subset of P belongs to P.

Proposition 2.1. For a subset M of J? the following conditions are equivalent:

(i)  M is a convex cone which is hereditary and complete for the order.
(ii)  M is a convex cone which is hereditary for the order and norm closed.

(iii) For any (p„)„<zw in M such that £n€ct>^n is defined in J?, and for

any peJ?, if p< X)„€&, pn, then peM.

Proof, (i) =s> (ii) If p - lim„-,!Xpn with (p„)nem c M, then by (i) the mea-

sures p'n - supk>„(pk A p) are well defined and p'n € M. Then p„ A p <

p'n < p and it follows from the norm continuity of the inf operation A that

p = linin-.oo p'n; and since the sequence {p'n)n€o) is increasing, we have p —

sup„€Q,/4,so peM.
(ii) => (iii) obvious.
(iii) =*• (i) It is easy to deduce from (iii) that M is a hereditary convex

cone. Let P c M, and suppose P bounded for the order; then there exists

(^n)neco C P so that X = sup(/J) = sup„€(UA„. Since (iii) implies that M is

stable by taking finite A and V, we can find an increasing sequence {vn)n£w

in M such that X = sup„€C(J vn such that A = Y^neco Vn with f*o = vo and

Pn+\ = vn+\ - vn for any n > 0.   □

2.2. Bands. A subset M of J£ is a fo«rf if it satisfies one of the equivalent
conditions of 2.1. Notice the formal similarity between the notion of cr-ideal
in 3? and the notion of band as expressed in (iii).
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One can also consider on J£ the weaker order << of absolute continuity.

Then it is clear that if we replace in (ii) hereditarily for < by hereditarily for
<< , we obtain also an equivalent condition.

Many authors define a band as a vector subspace V of J£ - JK satisfying

conditions similar to those of Proposition 2.1 from which it follows that V+ =

V n J£ satisfies our definition and that V is of the form V — V+ - V+ . Such

vector spaces V are also called L-spaces.

2.3. Operations on bands. If (A/,),6/ is any family of bands, then f)ieIMj
is a band. The band generated by U(6/ M, (i.e., the smallest band containing

U,e/M) is denoted by £,e/M-

2.4. Generation of bands.   Let P be any subset of Jt. Then:

(a) The hereditary convex cone generated by P is the set

77 - i p €•#: p < ^Q,yU,, a,>0, Pi e P,  n e co >.

(b) The band M generated by P is the norm closure of H. More precisely

if for any e > 0 we let J[t = {p e Jt: \\p\\ < e} , then M = fl£>o(-^ + "^) •

2.5. Examples. In the sequel we shall refer frequently to the following exam-

ples:
(1) For any subset A c E:
JK*{A) is the band of all measures p outerly supported by A (i.e., p*{A) =

p(E)) and
J(»{A) is the band of all measures p innerly supported by A (i.e., p*{A) =

P(E)).
When A is universally measurable we shall write J£{A) for ^{A) =

Jt*{A).
(2) J£C(E) is the band of all continuous measures on E and

J?d(E) is the band of all discrete measures on E.

(3) Let (fn)n€co be a uniformly bounded sequence of nonnegative and con-

tinuous functions on E and let &~ be some filter on co. Then M = {p e

J£: lim^- p(fn) = 0} is a band.
(4) Let E = T be the torus, and let p denote the Fourier transform of any

p e J#. Then the set Af0(T) = {p e J?\ lim„^oo p{n) = 0} of all Rajchman
measures is a band. This is not a particular case of example (3) but follows

from the algebraic properties of the functions fn ; see [4, p. 104, Lemma 4.4.1]

or [7, p. 77, Lemma II.5.4].

2.6. Orthogonal bands. We denote as usual by 1 the orthogonality relation

between measures. We recall some elementary facts. Given any subset P of

J£ the set P' = {p e J!': p J. v ,Vv e P) is a band called the orthogonal

band of P. Now if we repeat this operation on 7" we obtain a band (/*')'

which is exactly the band generated by P. In particular, if M is a band, then
(M'Y = M and the bands M and M' are mutually orthogonal. Moreover, any

Is J' has a unique decomposition A = p + p' with p e M and p! € M'.

In the preceding examples we have:
(1) J?*{A) and J?*(AC) are mutually orthogonal bands.
(2) JKC(E) and ^d(E) are mutually orthogonal bands.
(3) For a description of M' when M = A/q(T) see [14].
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3. Descriptive properties of bands

The main purpose of this section is to show that unlike for cr-ideals, there is

no dichotomy phenomena for the possible descriptive classes of bands.

Proposition 3.1. Let Y be any of the classes n?, £}, II}. Then ^(A) is in

T(Jf) if and only if A is in T(E).

Proof. Let A = {Sx; x € E} be the set of all Dirac measures on E. Since A

is homeomorphic to jf(A)nA- and since al the considered classes are stable by
taking the intersection with a closed set, the condition is clearly necessary. For

sufficiency we distinguish three cases.

(1) Suppose A is IT^ and observe that

p € J?(A) «• (p # 0 and -j=-p(A) = 1J or {p = 0).

Since the mapping p i-> tt^p is continuous on ^#\{0}, the result is a con-

sequence of the following fact which can be checked easily by induction on

z.
Fact. If A is n£, then for any a > 0 the set {/*€-#: p{A) > a} is n£.

(2) Suppose A is £{. Fix some Polish space P and a continuous surjection
<p: P -* A. Then the canonical extension Ip: J?{P) —► Jt(A) of cp (which

assigns to any X e J^[P) the measure <p(X) on A) is continuous, and it is
well known that lp is also onto (this follows, for example, from the Choquet

capacitability theorem). Since ,#(7>) is Polish by case (1), Jl{A) is E{.

(3) Suppose A is II}. Then observing that

p<£J?{A)&3v£j?{Ac): v^0,v<p

it follows from case (2) that ^(A) is II}.   □

As we shall see the previous result is not true for T = Z?. In fact, the next

result shows that the natural scale for comparing complexity of Borel bands is
given by the multiplicative classes n9 rather than the additive classes 29 .

Proposition 3.2. If a band M is 2?, then necessarily M is 11° for some r\ < £,.

Proof. We shall prove that N — M\{0} is n° for some n < £, from which will

follow the same conclusion for M. Let X denote the Polish space ^\{0},
and consider the continuous mapping cj>: xm —> X defined by

Fix {pn)new in Xw, and let p = ®{{p„)„ew) ■ If (pn)n&a> 6 Nw, then, since

M is convex and norm closed, we have p e N. Conversely if p e N, then,

since M is hereditary and p„ < 2"\\pn\\p, we have {pn)new s Nm.  Hence

AT" = <|>-1 (AT).

Let W denote the Wadge class of TV, that is, the class of all subsets of 2a

of the form p-1(A0 for some continuous mapping cp: 2*° —► X.  It follows
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from the properties of O that W is stable by countable intersections: If (A„)
is a sequence in W with A„ = cp~l(N), then f)„ ^n = <P~l{N) with 9? defined

by cp{a) = &{{<pn(a))„€w).

Now we shall use the following general basic fact about Wadge's classes (see

[12] for more details):

Fact. Let N be a Borel subset of some Polish space X, and let W be the Wadge

class ofN.IfNgltfiX), then W D L°(2Q').

So suppose by contradiction that N £ \Jn<i n°(X). Then W D U„«j £°(2<B)

and since in this case W is stable by countable intersections, W D H^(2W).

But on the other hand, since M is supposed by hypothesis to be E9, we also

have W c V\(2W), from which we can derive that 110(2") c Eg(2"), which is

false.   D

Let i beaE? set in E; then by Proposition 3.1 Jt(A) is II°+1. Conversely

if J?(A) is E?+1, then it follows from Propositions 3.2 that J?(A) is 11^ and

again from Proposition 3.1 that A is also 119. Thus if A is ££\ll£, then

Jf(A) is n°+1\S°+1. The same arguments show that if A is II°\E^, then

Jt(A) is n°\Zg.

3.3. Analytic bands. In this work we shall consider mainly analytic bands,
for which we list here some basic properties. Let M be a band and M' its

orthogonal band:

(a) If M is generated by an analytic subset, then M is analytic.
(b) If M is separated from M' by an analytic subset 5 (i.e., M c S and

SnM' = {0})—in particular, if M is analytic—then M' is coanalytic.

(c) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i)   M and M' are Borel.

(ii)   M and M' are analytic.
(iii)   M and M' are separated by a Borel set.

(a) follows immediately from 2.3. For (b) notice that

X#M'-e>3peS,p^0,p<X.

Finally (c) follows from (b) and the separation theorem for analytic sets.

4. Strong convexity of bands

4.1. Strong convexity. The notion of strongly convex subset of a fixed compact

convex set is well known (see [3, p. 186], or [7, Chapter IX]). However, in our

study the compactness restriction is artificial and we discuss here briefly this
notion for subsets of Jf. Although we shall see that the general case can be

reduced to the compact case, such a reduction is not always convenient and

might create unpleasant formal complications.
(a) If it is a probability measure on an abstract measurable space (T, y), we

shall say that the mapping tp:T-+J? is integrable whenever / \\<p(t)\\dn(t) <
+00. Notice that since we are dealing only with nonnegative measures on a

compact space, the last condition is equivalent to saying that J(<p(t), f) dn{t) <
+00 for any continuous real valued function / on E. The integral / q>(t) dn{t)

is then an element of J£.
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(b) If n is a (Radon) probability on J!, the barycenter of n is defined if
the identity map of J? is integrable; we denote b(n) - J X dn(X).

(c) For a subset C of J! the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For any compact subset K of C, the closed convex hull of K is contained

in C.
(ii) For any probability n on J£ innerly supported by C, if the barycenter

b(n) is defined, then b{p) e C.
(iii) For any probability n on an abstract measurable space (T,J7~) and

any measurable mapping cp: T -* C, if cp is integrable, then the integrable

/ cp(t) dn(t) is an element C.
(iii) •«• (ii) =>• (i) are obvious. Minor modifications of [3, p. 186, Theorem]

or [7, p. 311, Lemma 1] give (i) =>■ (ii).
Notice that it follows from condition (i) that C is strongly convex if and

only if C n^r is strongly convex for any r > 0.

4.2. Strong bands. A subset M of J? will be said to be a strong band if M
is a band and a strongly convex set. Here are some examples:

(1) For any set A c E the band J?*(A) is strong. To see this notice that
for any X e J£ we have

XeJ?*{A)&X(K) = 0, VK compact c Ac

and apply condition (ii) of 4.1(c).
(2) Jfc{E) is a strong band, but ^(E) is not a strong band.

(3) Afrj(T) is a strong band. This is an immediate consequence of the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.

4.3. Orthogonal band of a strong band. It follows from example (1) of 4.2

that if A is a universally measurable subset of E then both bands M = ^(A)
and M' = J?{AC) are strong bands. However this is almost the unique example

of such a situation. In fact for any band M if we let A = {x e E: Sx e M}
and A' = {x e E: Sx e M'}, then it is clear that necesarily A' = Ac. So if
we suppose that M and M' are strong bands then we obtain that J?*(A) c M
and ^(Ac) c M', so J?+(A) c M c J£*{A). If we suppose moreover that
M is universally measurable then the set A which is of the form A = <J>-1 (M)

for some continuous mapping cp; E —> J£ is also universally measurable and
hence M - J({A).

We now consider the problem of the generation of strong bands. For an
arbitrary subset P of J( there is no simple inner description of the sgrong
band generated by P, similar to 2.3. But as we shall see, this is possible if

P is an analytic subset of J(. The following result, for which we give here

an elementary proof, can be obtained as a by-product of the proof of a deep
Theorem of Mokobodzki that we shall discuss later.

Theorem 4.4. Let P be an analytic subset of •#.

(a) The strongly convex set Q generated by P is the set of all defined barycen-
ters of probabilities supported by P. In particular, Q is analytic.

(b) The strong band M generated by P is the band generated by Q. In
particular, M is analytic.

Proof, (a) Let &> be the set of all probabilities n on J? such that b(n) is
defined and n(P) — 1. Let W be any metric compactification of J?. Then
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3s = JT(P) n 3§ with 3S = &0 n 3§\ and

n e&o <& b(n) is defined -«• /   /z(l) rfw(/i) < +00,

n €^1 <* 7r(l) = 1.

It is easy to see that ^ is a Borel subset of *#(f) and hence by 3.1 that ^

is an analytic subset of J!{%). So <2' = ^(^) is analytic and P c Q' c Q.
To finish the proof and to show that Q' = Q it is sufficient to prove that Q' is
strongly convex.

So let p be a probability on Q' such that &(/?) is defined; we shall prove that

b(p) £ Q. Since the mapping b: 3? -* Q' is onto and Borel (not necessarily
continuous if P is not relatively compact!), by the Jankov-von Neumann cross

section theorem we can find a ^-measurable inverse X i-> nk from Q into 3°

such that b{iii) = X for any X € Q'. Now if we define n = Jn^ dp(X) then
an immediate computation shows that n e & ; moreover, 6(/>) = /A c//>(A) =

/ fefot) <W) = b[n) so that £>(/>) e Q'.
(b) Let JV be the band generated by Q. Then P c Q c N c M, and it is

sufficient to prove that N is strongly convex. Let Q = {peJ£:3v e Q, p<v}

then Q is a hereditary strongly convex set and QcQcN. So 77 = Une<u nQ

is a hereditary convex cone and by (2.3) we have N = f\e>0(H + Jfe).

Let 7r be a probability supported by N n ^ and fix 0 < e < 1. For any

« € co let Hn = nQnJfi. Since 7t is supported by [U„e<B -^« + "^el C ^, we
can write 7r = a„^ + {-\an)n'^ with 7r^ and ftj,' probabilities supported by

(77„+^) and (Hn+^£)c such that a„ = n(H„+^£) satisfies limn—oca,, = 1.

Since b(n) — a„b(7t'„) + (l — an)b(7t%) we an fix n such that \\b(n)-anb(n'n)\\ <

e . But it is easy to see that Hn + J(£ (subset of the compact convex set Jf-i)

is strongly convex since 77„ and J(t are strongly convex and so X = b(n'„) e

Hn + J^£. Finally if we write X = p + p with p e Hn and \\p\\ < e, then
v = anp € H, since 77 is a cone, and \\b{%) - v\\\ < 2e. This shows that b(n)

is in the norm closure of 77 and hence that b{%) € N.   U

5. Polarity

5.1.   Polarity operations.  Given any sets P c.Jf(E) and J c 3?{E) we define

P° = {K € 3f(E): p{K) = Q,VpeP}

and
J0 = {p£ J?{E): p(K) = 0, V# e /}.

It is clear that P° is a cr-ideal in 3? that we shall call the polar cr-ideal of

P and Jo is a band that we shall call the polar band of /.

5.2.a. Polar cr-ideals. A polar cr-ideal 7 is a a-ideal of the form I = P° for

some Pc/;we shall then say that 7 is defined by P. Of course such a
set P is not unique. However, it is easy to see that there is a largest family
M defining 7, namely, M = Iq , to which we shall refer as the maximal band

defining 7. It follows from these simple remarks that a subset 7 of 3? is a

polar cr-ideal if and only if 7 = (7o)° .
It is clear that for any universally measurable set A the cr-ideal 3f(A) is

polar. In particular if A is coanalytic then 3?(A) is an example of a coanalytic
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polar cr-ideal. Also as mentioned in the introduction the coanalytic cr-ideals

Uo and 3fw(E) are both polar, however U is not (see §10).

Inside the class of G<j cr-ideals, the cr-ideal of compact sets of measure 0

(for some fixed measure) is polar. But on a perfect space E the cr-ideal all of

compact sets with empty interior is not polar, since its polar band is reduced

to {0} . This also shows that 3? is the unique polar cr-ideal which contains all
compact sets with empty interior.

5.2.b. Polar bands. A polar band M is a band of the form M — Jo for some

J c 3? . Notice that a polar band is necessarily a strong band. Also 7 = M° is
the largest family in 3? defining M, and a subset M of J£ is a polar band
if and only if M = (M°)0 .

It is also clear that for any universally measurable set A the band J£{A)

is polar. Thus Proposition 3.1 gives examples of polar bands having different

descriptive complexity. An interesting example of a polar band is given by

Afo(T): This result is due to R. Lyons (see [13]) but can also be derived from
the next abstract theorem of Mokobodzki.

5.3. Bipolarity. Consider again arbitrary sets P <zJ£ and J <z3?. One can
try to describe (7>0)0 and (Jo)0—similarly to the biorthogonal theorem—as
hulls of P and / for some properties. We do not know about any result con-

cerning (7o)° ; however, a complete description of (P°)o is given by a theorem
due to G. Mokobodzki when P is analytic. Using our notation we can state
Mokobodzki's Theorem as follows. For details see [3, p. 187] or [7, p. 313]; see
also §6.5 of this paper.

Theorem (Mokobodzki). If P is an analytic subset of J!, then M = (P°)o is
the strong band generated by P.

As consequences of this theorem we have:

(a) Let M be an analytic subset of J?; then M is a polar band iff M is a
strong band.

(b) If a polar cr-ideal 7 is defined by some analytic family of measures, then
the maximal band defining 7 is also analytic.

(c) If M is an analytic strong band, then the orthogonal band M' is gen-

erated by all measures p such that the support of p is in the polar cr-ideal
M°.

5.4. Polarity basis. Let 7 be a cr-ideal in 3f. We shall say that Bel is a
polarity basis or a p-basis for 7 if any measure which is null on B is null on

7. Using the previous notation this means that Bq — Iq- Clearly any basis is a

p-basis. Also as for a basis, given a cr-ideal it is natural to ask whether it has a
simple p-basis. The following results can be proved by the same arguments as
for a basis (see [8]).

Proposition 5.5. Let I be a a-ideal in 3?.
(a) If I has, £} p-basis, then I has a Borel (and even Gg) p-basis.

(b) If I is 11} and has a Borel p-basis, then I has a Borel p-basis which is
an ideal.

However, in spite of this formal similarity between the properties of basis and

p-basis, the following examples show that these notions are far from coinciding.
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Proposition 5.6. If A is an analytic (Borel) subset of E, then the a-ideal 3f(A)
has an analytic (Borel) p-basis.

Proof. Suppose A analytic and fix cp: P —► A a continuous mapping from
some Polish space P onto A. Then the natural extension of cp from 3f(P)
to 3f(A) (which sends any compact K e 3t(P) to cp(K) e 3t(A)) is also
continuous, so the set B = \cp(K); K e3f(P)} is an analytic subset of 3?(A).

And since any measure on A is the image of some measure on P, it follows
that B is a p-basis for 3f(A).

If A is Borel, then we can suppose moreover that cp is one to one and so
for its extension to 3£(P). It follows that B is an injective continuous image

of the Polish space 3f(P) and so B is Borel.   □

Example 5.7. Let E = X x Y be the product space of an arbitrary uncountable
compact metric space X with Y = [0, 1]. For any Ac E and any x e X let
A(x) = {y € Y: (x, y) e A} . Then the cr-ideal:

I = {Ke 3?(E): K(x) is countable for all x £ X}

is coanalytic and has a G,j hereditary p-basis, but has no Borel basis.

Proof. I is clearly coanalytic. If G denotes the set of all closed partial graphs
from X to Y (that is, the set of all K e 3t(E) such that csx&(K(x)) < 1
for any x e X), then G is a hereditary G,5 subset of 7 and we shall prove

that G is a p-basis for 7. To see this notice that if p is a measure on E
and K e 7, then it follows from a classical result of Lusin that we can find
a sequence (K„)„€w of closed partial graphs contained in K and such that

p(K\ U„ea>K„) = 0; so if p is null on G, then p is null on 7.
To prove that 7 has no Borel basis we shall make use of the following result

from [1]:

Theorem (Debs-Saint Raymond). Let I be a o-ideal of 3?'(E) satisfying:

(a) For any L e 3T\I and any sequence (Kn)n€Q} in I there exists L' e

3f\I such that L' c L\ \J„ea>K* ■
(b) For any L e 3t\I the o-ideal I(L) = 7 n 3Z(L) is not Borel.
(c) 7 has a Borel basis.

If A is an analytic subset of E satisfying 3f(A)cI, then there exists a sequence

(Kn)n€co in I such that A c \Jn€o)Kn.

It is clear that the cr-ideal 7 of 5.7 satisfies condition (a). Let L e 3t\I

and xo € E such that Lo = L(xo) is uncountable, and consider the mapping
<p:3T(L) -Jf(Lo) defined by cp(K) = K(x0). Then <p(Ir\3T(L)) is the cr-
ideal 3?co(Lo) of all countable compact subsets of Lq. Since Lo is uncountable,
by a classical result of Hurewicz 3fw(Lo) is not analytic; and since cp is Borel,

we conclude that I n3T(L) is not analytic. So 7 satisfies condition (b).
Now suppose by contradiction that 7 satisfies also (c). Then it follows from

the conclusion of the previous theorem that given any Borel function /: X —> Y

one can find a sequence (fn)n€(o of closed partial graphs from X to Y such

that / c \J„eo)fn; moreover, since the functions fn: Dom(fn) —> Y are then

continuous, one can even suppose, using Urysohn's Theorem, that Dom(f„) =
X.

To construct a Borel function f:X—*Y contradicting the last statement,

consider the space ^(X, Y) of all continuous functions from X to Y endowed
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with the uniform convergence topology. Since X is uncountable, we can find a
Borel isomorphism O from X onto the Polish space ^(X, Y)w . Let (<E>„)„6&>

denote the components of cj> (so for any x e X, $„ (x): X —> Y is a continuous

function). Then

G = {(x,y)eXxY:&n(x)^y, Vneco}

is a Borel subset of X x Y with co-countable F-sections and hence admits a

Borel selector / (see, for example, [2]). Now given any sequence / = (f„)„eco e

&{X, Y)°> if we let a = 0~l(f) € X, then we have f„ = &„(a) and in
particular f„(a) = ®„(a)(a) for all n . But by the selector property of / we
have also f(a) ^ <bn(a)(a) for all n . Hence f(a) ^ f„(a) for all n and so /

is not contained in [jn€w fn ■   □

6. Polar ct-ideals with Borel p-basis

6.1. Standard bands. We shall say that M is a standard band if M is a Borel
strong band.

The bands Jfc(E), M)(T), and J? (A) for A Borel are standard bands. We
recall that the first two examples have polar cr-ideals with Borel basis, whereas
in the last example the cr-ideal 3f(A) may have no Borel basis (see 1.4(c)).

Theorem 6.2. If M is a standard band then:

(a) The polar a-ideal M° has a Borel p-basis.

(b) The orthogonal band M' is Borel.

The proof of this result which requires some preliminaries and will make
large use of the Effective Descriptive Set Theory, will be given at the end of this
section.

Corollary 6.3. Let P be an analytic strongly convex subset of J£ and M the

band generated by P. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i)  The band M is Borel.
(ii)  The polar o-ideal M° has a Borel p-basis.

(iii) The orthogonal band M' is Borel.

Proof. Notice that by Theorem 4.4, M is an analytic strong band.
It is easy to check that each of conditions (ii) and (iii) implies that M is co-

analytic and hence Borel. The other implications follow from Theorem 6.2.   D

Corollary 6.4. The family of standard bands is stable under countable intersec-
tions and countable sums.

Proof. For the countable intersection operation the stability is obvious since
each of the notions of band, Borel set, and strongly convex set is stable by this
operation.

If (Mn)neco is a sequence of standard bands, then M = J^nzco Mn is a priori

an analytic strong band and we have clearly M' = flnew Mi which is Borel

since by Theorem 6.2 each M'n is Borel, so M = (M1)' is coanalytic (see 3.3)
and hence Borel.   □

6.5. Mokobodzki's capacity y. For the proof of the result we mentioned in

5.3, G. Mokobodzki introduces for each fixed measure A, a set function y
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(depending on A) and defined on all subsets of ^#, by setting for any P c J(:

y(P) = inf{sup{Ju(/) + X(\-f);peP};fz<%}

where 38 denotes the family of all Borel functions /:£-»• [0, 1]. The basic

properties of y are the following:

(1) y is increasing.

(2) If (Q„)n€a> is a decreasing sequence of compact sets, then y(f]n€w Qn) =

infn€wy(Qn).

(3) If (P„)„ew is an increasing sequence of arbitrary sets, then y(\JneioPn) =

sup„6(Uy(7Jn).

This means that y is a Choquet capacity. Now suppose that Q is a compact
convex subset of ^#; then by the Min-Max Theorem we can switch the inf and

the sup in the formula defining y(Q) and obtain that for such Q

y(Q) = sup{\\pAX\\;p£Q}.

Finally applying the Choquet capacitability theorem one extends the last for-

mula for any subset Q of J( which is analytic and strongly convex.

6.6. An effective version of y. Now we suppose that the compact space E is

recursively presentable. Given any fixed measure A on E, we introduce a set

function yo (depending on A) and defined on all subsets of J(, by setting for

any P <zJ!':

y0(P) = inf{sup{p(f) +X(l-f);peP};fe^0}

where 3§o denotes the (countable) family of all functions f:E—> [0, 1] which

are A} (A). This natural variation of y is considered in [9, Section 2] as an
example of an effective capacity. The basic properties of yo are the following:

(1) 7o is increasing.
(2) If (Qn)neco is a decreasing sequence of compact sets, then yo(C\n€w Q") =

infn&coyo(Qn).

(3) If   (Pn)neco   is an increasing  S}(A),  sequence, then   yo(Un€loPn)   =

sup„6a) y0(Pn) •

Property (1) is obvious. Property (2) follows from the fact that yo coincides

with y on all compact sets [9, Lemma 2.13]. Property (3) is stated in [9, Lemma

2.14] only for A}-sequences assuming A is A}, but the proof is clearly uniform

in A and is still valid for X} -sequences.

Then similarly to y one can deduce from this and the Min-Max Theorem

that for any Xj(A) strongly convex set Q c J?

y0«2) = sup{||^AA||;^e<2}.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let M be a Borel strong band. Since the arguments

of the proof are uniform, we can suppose that M is A} in some recursive

presentation of E.
(a) For any A e Mc we have

sup{||p||; p € M, p < A} = sup{||// A A||; p e M} < ||A||.

Since M is Aj and strongly convex, it follows from the formula of the last

paragraph that there exists /: E -> [0, 1] which is A} (A) and such that

supW) + A( !-/);/<€ AG <||A||.
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Hence by the homogeneity of M we have

|A(/)>0,

\vpeM, p(f) = 0.

Then the set S = {/ > |J} is A} (A) and X(S) > 0, so we can find a A{(A)

compact set K c S such that X(K) > 0. But since K c 5 we have also that

/i(A") = 0 for any p e M and hence 7^ e M°.
So for any A e Afc we can find a A{(A) compact set K e M° such that

X(K) > 0. But M° is nj (since A7 is A{) and so by A}-choice we can find a

A} mapping cp: Mc -* M° satisfying X(4>(X)) > 0 for any A e Mc. Then the

Ej set i? = <&(MC) is obviously a S} p-basis for M°. The conclusion follows
then from (5.5).

(b) From (5.3(c)) we have

A e M' «■ Ve > 0, 3# G Af°: A(tf) > ||A|| - e

^ Ve > 0, 3K e R: X(K) > \\X\\ - s,

so M' is 1} and, since M' is 11} as the orthogonal band of the X} band A/,

M' is A}.   □

7. Borel polar ct-ideals

Proposition 7.1. Let H be a compact convex subset of ^, and let M be the
band generated by H. Then:

(a) M is a KCT($ strong band.

(b) The orthogonal band M' is Gg.
(c) The polar a-ideal I = M ° is Gg . Moreover, I = f]n€0) Jn where each J„

satisfies:

(1) J„ is a hereditary open set in 3?.

(2) If K e Jn and L€l, then K U L e Jn .

Proof, (a) M is a strong band by Theorem 4.4, and if A^ is the hereditary

convex cone generated by H; then N is KCT and it follows from (2.4) that M

is Kag.

(b) Since M' - H', we have

X#M'&3peH, p^O,  p<X

which shows that J£\M' is Ka .
(c) Consider y: 3?(E) -> R+ defined by y(K) = sup{p(K); p e 77} . Then

it follows from the Min-Max theorem that y is upper semicontinuous on 3?.

Since y is increasing and subadditive, it is clear that the sets J„ = {K e
3Z: y(K) < 2~n) satisfy (1) and (2).   D

7.2. Elementary polar cr-ideals. A polar cr-ideal 7 of the form 7 = 77° for

some compact convex set H cJ? will be said to be elementary; such a cr-ideal

is G<5. In fact, all examples of G<5 polar cr-ideals, of which we know are of
this form.

Notice that the set function y of the previous proof can be extended to

all subsets of E by y(A) = sup{^*(J4); p e H} and this extension defines a

capacity on E. Such capacities are called normal capacities. It follows from
these remarks that 7 is an elementary polar cr-ideal iff 7 is the cr-ideal of null
sets for some normal capacity.
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Theorem 7.3. Let M be an analytic strong band. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:

(i)  The polar o-ideal A7° is Gg.
(ii)  The polar o-ideal M° has a p-basis which is a Gg is ideal.

(iii) The orthogonal band M' is Gg .

Proof,   (i) => (ii) Obvious.
(ii) => (iii) Let / be a G^ ideal which is a p-basis for M°. Since J is

hereditary, we can write J = Clneco ̂n wnere each Jn is open and hereditary in

3?. Let Wn be the set of all open sets W such that W e Jn . We shall show

that

M' = f]f]   U {nt^-P(Wc)<e}
e>0n€coWe'K

from which will show that M' is Gg .
Denote by M" the set defined by the right side of this equality. Suppose

p e M" ; fix e > 0; and for any n e co fix Kn = Wn e /„ satisfying p( W£) <

fn. Then K = f]n€coK„eJ and
oo oo

p(Kc) < £>(*);) < £/«c) < 2e-

n=0 n=0

This shows that p e M'.
Conversely suppose p e M'; then from (5.3(c)) it follows that p is carried

by Uneto ̂ " ^tn Ln € Af°. Since / is a p-basis for Af°, we can take all the

Ln in J; and since / is an ideal, we can assume that the sequence (Ln)iea>

is increasing. From these remarks one easily deduces that p e M" .
(iii) => (i) Observe that for any K e 3? we have

tf 6 JT\A7° <* 3p e ^f\Af': //(A") = /*(£).

Since ^\M' is K^ , it follows that 3f\M° is K,,.   n

It follows from the proof of the Theorem 7.3 that the implication (iii) => (i)

holds for any subset A7 of J£.
Let M be a standard band with Borel polar cr-ideal 7 = M°; then by The-

orem 7.3 the band M' is G.5. If moreover 7 is elementary, then Af is K^ .

But in the general case we do not know if there is any bound for the Borel class

of M. However, we have the following partial result:

Theorem 7.4. Let M be a standard band and suppose that the polar o-ideal M°

has a p-basis J of the form J = f]n€aiJn where each J„ satisfies:

(1) /„ is a hereditary open set in 3f(E).

(2) If Kg J and L <z J„, then KuLeJ„.
Then M is Kag.

Proof. The conclusion follows from the next lemma.   □

We recall the notation J^£ — {peJf: ||/i|| < e} .

Lemma 7.5. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1A, for any e > 0 there exists a

K„ set H cJ? such that M c H c M + J?t.

Proof. Fix e > 0 and cp: P —» A7 continuous from some polish space P onto

M and let

7>0 = |J{0 open cP:3He Y^(J?), <p(0) c 77 c A7 + J?E}.
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Then there exists 770 a K<, set such that cp(Po) C 770 c A7 + J£E. If P = Po ,
then, since A7 = cp(P), the conclusion of the lemma holds.

Suppose by contradiction that P # 7b, and let Q = P\P0. Then for any

nonempty open subset U of Q, we have cp(U) <£. M + J?t: otherwise, if

U = 0 n Q with 0 open c P we would have <p(0) c cp(U) U 770 C A7 + J?E,
hence 0 c Po and (7 = 0.

We suppose Jo = 37(E). We shall construct by induction on n , open sets

Un in Q and open sets Wn in E satisfying:

(o) U0 = Q, W0 = E;
and for n > 0:

(i)„   Un # 0, c7„ C {7„_i, diam £/„ < i ;

(ii), X(Wn)>e, VXecp(Un);
(iii)* UjU ,WjeJk,Vk<n.

Suppose (Uk, Wk)k<„ is constructed, and let U be any nonempty open subset

of Q satisfying: U c U„ and diam(C7) < -^ . Fix some X0 e <p(U) such that

Ao 0 A7 + Jft. Then the A7'-part of Ao has a mass > e, and by Mokobodzki's
Theorem we can find L £ J such that Ao(L) > e (since / is an ideal and
a p-basis for M°). Now from (iii)„ and the properties of /„ we have that

L U |J"=fc Wj € Jk for any k <n; and since all the Jk are open and hereditary,

we can find an open neighborhood W of L such that W u |J"_fc ̂  € Tjt for

any k < n. Then Ao e ^((7) n {A: A(PF) > e} and hence the open set U' =
U n cp~l({X: X(W) > e}) is nonempty. Finally it is clear that U„+\ - U' and
Wn+\ — W satisfy (i)„+i, (ii)«+i. (iii)/i+i, and this finishes the construction.

By (i)„ there exists a € P such that {a} - f]n€w U„, and so p = cp(a) e

M n cp(Un) for all n . Now consider the G,$ set A = f\kSw \Jn>k Wn ; it follows

from (ii)„ that

p(A) = /z(limsup Wn) > limsupp(Wn) > s.
n

But for any compact subset K of A we have

Vkeco,    Kc\JWj;
j>k

hence by compactness

Vkeco,    3mk>k:    Kc[jWj,
j~k

so by (iii)„ and since Jk is hereditary, we have that K e Jk for any k e co
and thus K e J and p(K) = 0. It follows that p(A) — 0, which gives the
contradiction.   D

8. Polar ct-ideals with Borel basis

8.1.   Intersection of cr-ideals.  Let I\ and I2 be two cx-ideals and I = I\f\l2.

(a) If Bi is a basis for 7,, for i = 1, 2, then B = {ATi n K2; Kx e Bx, K2 e
B2} is a basis for 7.

(b) If 7i and I2 have analytic basis, then the same holds for I.
(c) If 7i and I2 are coanalytic with Borel basis then the same holds for 7.
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The verification of (a) is straightforward. Since the mapping (K\, K2) *-*

K\ n K2 is Borel from 37 x 37 into 37, (b) follows from (a). Since for a

coanalytic cr-ideal the existence of a Borel basis is equivalent to the existence

of an analytic basis, (c) follows from (b). As an immediate consequence we
have

Proposition 8.2. Let M\ and M2 be two analytic bands and M = Mi+M2. If
the polar o-ideals A7P and M\ have Borel basis, then M° has a Borel basis.

Let 7 be a cr-ideal. A nonempty compact set K € E will be_said to be

I-perfect if for any nonempty relatively open set V in K we have V g I ■ The
family Ip of 7-perfect sets is exactly the complement of what is denoted by
7loc in [8].

Suppose the cr-ideal 7 coanalytic. Then it is clear that Ip is analytic and

by a result of Kechris-Louveau-Woodin [8] Ip is Borel if and only if 7 has a

Borel basis.

Lemma 8.3. Let M be a band. Then for a nonempty compact set K c E, the

following conditions are equivalent:

(i)  K is M°-perfect.
(ii)   M(K) = M n Jt{K) is dense in Jt(K).

(iii)   K is the support of some measure p € M.

Proof, (i) => (ii) Since M(K) is a convex cone, it is sufficient to prove that any

Dirac measure on K is in the closure of M(K). So fix x € K and (Vn)n€co a

basis of neighborhoods of x in K. Since K is perfect, for any n e co there

exists pn e M such that p„(yn) > 0, then X„ = —L-pn\v   e M(K) and
V-n\v n) "

limn—oo A = dx .

(ii) => (iii) Fix an enumeration of a basis (W„) for nonempty open sets in
K. For any n e co choose pn in M(K) n {p e J7(K): p(Wn) > 0}, then the

measure p = £^0 j^^jMn satisfies (iii).

(iii) =>• (i) immediate.    □

Proposition 8.4. If M is a Gg band, then the polar o-ideal M° has a Borel

basis.

Proof, (a) Let A7 = f]n€w G„ with each G„ open in J? ; then by condition (ii)

of the previous lemma and the Baire Theorem, K is A7°-perfect if and only

if G„ n J!(K) is dense in J7(K) for any n e co. Then a simple complexity

computation shows that Mp is Kag.    □

From the last proposition, Theorem 4.4, and Corollary 6.3 we obtain

Corollary 8.5. The strong band generated by a Gg band is Borel.

9. Functional representation of standard bands

Let M be a band of the form

A7= {p£J7: \imp(fn) = o\

where (fn)n€a> is a sequence of continuous functions on E with 0 < f„ < 1

and & a filter on co.
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If y—viewed as a subset of the compact metric space &>(co) k {0, 1}"—is
Borel, then the band M is also Borel in •#. Now suppose that &~ satisfies the
"dominated convergence theorem" in the sense that "for any probability space

(Q, Z, P) and any uniformly bounded sequence (cpn) of measurable functions

cpn: Q -* R such that cp(t) — Mm?-cpn(t) exists a.e., we have f <p(t) dP(t) =

lim^r / cpn(t) dP(t)"; then under this last assumption on !? it is easy to check

that Af is strongly convex.

So if y is a Borel filter satisfying the "dominated convergence theorem",
then Af is a standard band. The aim of this section is to prove that any standard
band is of this form. Notice that in general if Af is a band of this form there
is no easy description of the orthogonal band Af' of the same type. However,
the representation we shall give here for a standard band will also give a very

simple description of Af'.
For the proof of the main result we will follow a method used by A. Louveau

in [10] to give a representation for all Borel and strongly affine functions on a

compact convex set, using the Frechet iterated filters.

9.1. Frechet iterated filters. The filters we consider here can be defined in
several natural ways. For an elegant presentation and for more details we refer

to [10]. We only state here properties that we shall use in the sequel.

Fix some bijection (n, k) i-> (n, k) from coxco onto co. Then there exists

on co an increasing family (<^)^<0Jl of filters, starting from &o the Frechet

filter and satisfying for any <jf < co\:
(a) ^ is a Borel filter.
(b) ^ satisfies the "dominated convergence theorem".

(c) For any double sequence (a„rk) in R, we have

IimllSnfa,,,*)*)   =hma(„jfc>.

Theorem 9.2. If M is a standard band, then there exists a sequence (f„)„€co of

continuous functions on E with 0 < f„ < 1 and a countable ordinal £ such
that

A/= ipeJT: lim//(/„) = o|    and   M'= ip eJT:hmp(fn) = p(\)\ .

Proof. Denote by W the set of all continuous functions f:E-+ [0, 1]. For
any e > 0 we define

r£:^(^f)x^(^)^{0, 1}

by

re(A, B) = 0 if and only if:

'VfieA,    nm^p(/„)<e

3(fn)„zo> c&,    3£ < coi: I and

kVi/€fi,   ilrn^v(fn) >f(l)-e.

If TC(A, B) = 0 we shall call c;-test for (A, B) any sequence (/„) satisfying
the previous properties. Te satisfies the following properties:

(1)   re is monotone.
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(2) If (A„)n€(0 and (B„)„ew are increasing sequences in 3°(J7) with A =

\Jn€C0 An and B = (Jneco B„ , then Te(A, B) = sup„€(a Te(An, B„).
(3) If A and B are two analytic sets in &>(J?) with Te(A, B) = 1, then

there exist two decreasing sequences (Hn)„&w and (A„)„ea) of compacts
sets in 3s (J7) such that

(i) re(7f„ , K„) = 1, V/zeco;

(") n„€a, 77„ C ^ and n„6<B Kn C B.

(1) is obvious. To prove (2) it is sufficient to prove that if Te(A„ , B„) = 0 for

any n , then Te(A, B) = 0. To see this notice that if (fn,k)kzw is a £-test for

(A„, B„), then by 9.1(c) the co-sequence (f(n,k)) is a (c; + l)-test for (A, B).
Finally (3) is just a variation of the Choquet capacitability theorem as used also

in [10].
Now consider a standard band Af and let Af' be its orthogonal band.

We claim that r£(Af,Af') = 0. To see this notice first that by Theorem
6.2, both Af and Af' are analytic (in fact Borel). Suppose by contradic-
tion that Te(M, Af') = 1. Consider (Hn)neu and (K„)„€w given by (3) for

(A,B) = (M, A/'), and let_r7 = (\neo)Hn and K = Dn€(UAn. Since M is
strongly convex, we have convTf c Af and so for any v e K we can find

(see [7, p. 317, Lemma 6]) a continuous function g: E -* [0, 1] such that
p(g) + v(\-g) < e for any p e 77, so v(g) > v(l)-s and H c {p: p(g) < e} .
Then by compactness we can find a finite sequence (g,)i<,<m in W such that

m m

H c V = [){p: p(gi) < e}   and   K c W = \J{v:v(gi) > v(l) -e}.
i=i i=i

Hence there exists some index n  such that Hn C V and K„ c W.   Now
consider the infinite sequence (gk)k€w obtained by repeating the finite sequence

(gi)i<i<m; then _

'Vpe7f„,    iimk p(gk)<s

<   and

^veKn,    Em* !/(&)> 1/(1)-e.

Since ^ is the Frechet filter, (gk)kea> is a 0-test sequence for (77„ , Kn) and

Te(Hn, Kn) = 0, which is a contradiction and proves that Te(M, Af') = 0.

Now applying this with e = ^ we obtain for any p e co, a sequence (gPyk)k

in W satisfying for some c;:

' Vpeco,\/peM,    hm^p(gP7k)k<-^

<   and

kVpeco,VveM',    hmriv(gP,k)k>v(l)-pTi-

Let & = 9~i+l and denote by (/„) the sequence (g(p,k))'»then by (9.1(c)) we

have _
'V/ieM,    limsrp(f„) = 0

i   and

.Vz/eAf',   Em>i/(/„) = i/(l).

Thus

A7c |//: lim/i(/„) = o|    and   M'c lv: Kmu(fn) = v(l)\ .
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In fact, both inclusions are equalities. To see this, consider any A e J7 and let
A = p + v with p e M and v e Af', then

fimi/(/) < HmA(/„) < hmp(fn) + hmu(fn).
jr JT jr &

And since limy-p(fn) = 0 and limy- v(fn) — v(\), we conclude that

BmA(/B) = i/(l).

In particular,

As Af<s>limA(/n) = 0

and
AeA7'^limA(/„) = A(l).   D

10. Problems

1. Construct a Borel band Af such that the orthogonal band Af' is not Borel.
In view of the remark following Theorem 7.3, if 7 is a G,$ cr-ideal such that

the polar band N is not Borel, then the Gg band M — N' would do.
2. Construct Borel bands Afi and M2 such that the band Afi + M2 is

not Borel. Notice that for such bands, since M\+ M2 = (M[ n M^)', the band
AfJnAfj is not Borel; it follows that one of the bands Afi or A/2 would answer
Question 1 positively.

3. Is there any structural result on G<5 bands or Gg strong bands, which for
example would "explain" Corollary 8.5?

4. Let Af be a standard band so that both bands Af and M' are Borel.
Is there any general relation between the Borel classes of Af and Af' ? In

particular, if Af is a standard band such that Af' is G,5, is A7 necessarily of
class K^ ?

5. Is any G,$ polar cr-ideal elementary in the sense of 7.2?

6. Given some family J of compact sets, is there any description of the
maximal cr-ideal (Jo)0 in the same spirit of Mokobodzki's Theorem?

We finish this section by discussing some questions concerning the cr-ideals

U and Uo considered in the introduction.

7. We recall that Uq is a polar cr-ideal. In a first version of this work we

asked whether the same holds for U. The following negative answer was kindly
communicated to us by the referee. The arguments are based on the remarkable

constructions due to T. Korner and R. Kaufman of nontrivial compact sets of
multiplicity (i.e., not in U).

Theorem. The o-ideal U is not polar.

Proof. There exists (see Theorem 4.6.3 in [4, p. 117]) a compact set K & U on

which any measure p satisfies that limsup^oo \p(n)\ = \\p\\. Then it follows
by standard arguments that any measure on K is supported by a countable

union of Dirichlet sets (a compact set D is said to be Dirichlet if there exists
a sequence of characters converging uniformly on D to the constant function

1). Since all Dirichlet sets are in U, any measure in the polar band of U is

also null on K; hence, K e (c70)0\t7 and U is not polar.   □

8. As we mentioned in the introduction the cr-ideal U has no Borel basis.

Does U have a Borel p-basis?
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9. Let M(U) denote the polar band of U. It is clear that M(U) is n\,
that is, a CPCA set. What is the exact complexity of M(U) ? If M(U) is
Borel, then Theorem 6.2 would give a positive answer to Question 8. If M(U)

is not Borel (which is more plausible), then this would give a strengthening for
a recent result of R. Kaufman [5] proving that the Rajchman measures form a

proper subset of M(U).

10. Find an explicit sequence of continuous functions fn: T —> [0, 1] and a
countable ordinal £, which would give the representation of the standard band

Af — Afo(T) and its orthogonal band, as in the conclusion of Theorem 9.2.
Notice that since Uo is not Gg , by Theorem 7.3 Af' is not Gg ; it follows that
one cannot have such a representation with the Frechet filter and so we have

necessarily t\ > 0.
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